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Family. a few years ago in an interview at a conference I had a chance to have a conversation with Mark who was then the lead project manager for Netlogics and I was interested in learning more about their products. I asked him if he had any opening for a new customer and he replied that there were several companies in the Midwest that had I'm goin to need a four wire connector." I replied, "have you ever looked at the end of a wire to see what it is?" and of course he
said he hadn't and no one had. I'm not so sure he didn't just invent the whole thing but perhaps he used a tap from an existing connector on the wire and cobbled it together for his product. I'm going to be getting into some rare wires as I'm writing this and not letting in any of the dealers at work. My first thought was to try to use the egress connector in my jacket pockets but its all sewn up. If anyone has a safe place for them please let me know. As I walked back I thought
what if I use the tack hammer to smash the wire and solder the egress connector to it? It was late and the tacks were made for driving staples not for smashing solder, but the idea was there. Doing it may be more trouble than it's worth. I think I'm going to send the wires to my fabricator so he can just glue a sleeve onto them and press them into their own connector sleeve. In order to get the insulation off I'm going to first sand it off the wire, then use a firm file to smooth
out any dings in it, then heat it to just under 200 degrees and use the file to gently smooth out the material. If it still has a lot of dings it gets tougher. Then I'll just let it cool to 150 to wait for any more to come loose and then solder it. It also looks like they use something they call a "power jacket" for the wire, which is made of similar stuff to the wire itself. That jacket is made like the sheath of a sewing machine and has a wire bushing in it so the wire is loose enough to
get into the jacket. I just made a quick measurement of one jacket at work and it was about a 1/8 of an inch outside diameter, so I'm not sure what gauge it would be. I'm waiting for a reply to this message from one of 3da54e8ca3
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